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Dear Sir
The scrapping of the Traveston Dam was the right decision for the wrong reasons.
The announcement last week not to proceed with the Traveston Dam was welcomed by everyone with an
ounce of common sense. But what amazed me were the reasons that have been so enthusiastically put
forward for deciding that the dam should not go ahead.
The reason it should have been ruled out back in 2006 is because it is a ridiculously stupid dam site. A
broad, flat, closely settled river valley with highly fertile sandy loam soils. It was never going to make a
sensible dam site yet the State Labor Government has persisted with the absurd proposal for over three
years.
The other more important reason it should have been ruled out was because of the devastating impact it
has had on the people and the communities of the Mary Valley with not only many people facing the loss
of their homes and farms but community facilities like roads, sporting fields and even cemeteries facing
inundation.
These people are I believe infinitely more important than the turtles and lung fish which Mr Garrett
apparently thought were so important when he announced the dam would not receive Federal
Government approval.
It should never have received any State Government approval in the first place because of the
unsuitability of the site and the immeasurable impact it had on so many innocent people - never mind
about the turtles and the lungfish.
Yours sincerely

Jeff Seeney MP
Member for Callide
Proudly representing the Shire and Regional Councils of:
Banana, Bundaberg (part of), Cherbourg, Dalby (part of), Gympie (part of), North Burnett and South Burnett. (part of)

